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            Most projects are free and open source software under BSD license.

            Art / Misc.

            	computer art mainly about fractals, generative / algorithmic art and some digital compositing
	sizecoding art of creating very small programs (64 bytes, 128 bytes, 256 bytes, 512 bytes)
	comp. music computer music and sound design
	games computer games
	misc experiments, dated or unfinished projects
	wiki personal wiki / blog


            Projects

            software

            	fsynth fully featured online audiovisual live coding environment
	fas oscillator bank, filter bank and spectral synthesizer
	mbfc tool to create simple monospace bitmap fonts
	fbmon 3d printer monitoring tool
	splayer web widget to generate sounds from images


            software libraries

            	fbg lightweight C 2D graphics API agnostic library
	ccwt.js javascript port of the CCWT library for high frequency / time resolution spectogram
	wui collection of small vanilla javascript UI components with innovative features
	cwobj single-header C OBJ loader
	galspiral javascript 3d spiral gallery
	kanban jquery crud kanban plugin


            software experiments

            	tcelfg collection of tiny C ELF programs with graphics output (sizecoding)
	fs fsynth prototype; glsl driven additive synthesizer
	wabps web audio high quality spectogram from biquad bandpass filters
	wabps2 same as above but real-time with microphone input
	mammoth3d simple 3d framework to make demos and stuff (opengl 3.3+)
	jsb javascript lexical analyzer which produce finite state automaton


            retro platforms

            	2048 puzzle game for the Sega Master System
	bmp2sms cross-platform tool to export bitmap data to Sega Master System
	gpchip8x chip-8 emulator for GP2X
	fpaint drawing app for GP2X
	stepseq2x 16 steps samples sequencer for GP2X


            gp2x ports

            	meritous meritous port (5000+ downloads), reference for many other ports (Caanoo, Wiz...)
	pbsynth virtual-analogue software synthesizer, added arpeggiator, touch support, hold and detune
	milkytracker music tracker, added touch support
	povray2x Persistence of Vision Raytracer port with custom real-time rendering preview + stats
	yeti3d most recent yeti3d port for the platform
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            Self-taught software developer and computer artist living in Paris, France. Enjoy experiments and diy.

            Social: mastodon instagram twitter github youtube

            Contact: grz.zrg at gmail dot com
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